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Details of Visit:

Author: deportivo
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 1 Aug 2015 16:45
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Lush Escorts
Website: http://www.lushescorts.com
Phone: 01216630849

The Premises:

I met Isabel at a spotlessly clean apartment just off the Hagley Road in a very safe part of
Birmingham with lots of free on-street parking. I asked for a shower and was handed a clean towel
and shown to a large bathroom area. The comms straight from booking a meeting to getting to
Isabel's apartment were conducted through the agency, and were undertaken in a professional
manner, with great efficiency.

There was however, a slight hitch on the day of the meeting, but this was dealt with by Lush very
well before it potentially became an issue.

The Lady:

Isabel met me at the front door to the apartment dressed in day clothing in order to be discrete. I
like the look of her instantly, a petite brunette with the most engagingly green eyes that sparkled as
she smiled - which happily, was most of the time. This was definitely the woman as depicted on the
agency website, and in my opinion, her published age of 25 is spot on.

Although an EE girl, her English is perfectly adequate, and we had no trouble conversing ....
although generally, Isabel is endearingly quiet, I'm sure that this is just her nature as I never had
any trouble making myself understood.

Isabel really is such a sweet girl, and very eager to please, a fact that was adequately demonstrated
when I asked if she could do me a favour and change into a pair of black stockings .... no problem !!

The Story:

I usually book independent escorts, but I've had my eyes on the Lush Escorts website for a while
now, and I liked the look of the girls, together with the clarity and simplicity of the website.

So Isabel was my chosen girl for a booked incall on a pleasant Saturday afternoon, and I was not to
be disappointed.

After a quick shower I was invited to sit with her on a settee as we chatted in the lounge about the
hour we had in prospect together, and confirming other's sexual boundaries .... this was perfectly in
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order being our first meeting.

With the ground rules set, nothing different from those clearly stated on Isabel's page on the
website by the way, I was led off into the bedroom where we started off by some nice introductory
kisses .... not French kissing by any means, but then that type of kissing was not offered as one if
her likes, so this was not a deal breaker.

As we began to explore each other's bodies with our mutually wandering hands, I suggested that
Isabel disrobe from her dress, and in doing so revealed the most incredibly sexy body attired in
black lingerie.

Still quite petite while standing in heels and stockings, Isabel possesses a superb pair of size 32E
natural breasts. That, with a slim, toned waist, and a peachy arse, really gives this lovely woman a
fantastically erotic and sexy shaped body, and one that any heterosexual male would find a
challenge not to explore fully.

Off came the bra and thong as I sat on the edge of the bed while she stood in front of me gently
stroking my rigid cock as I played with Isabel's stunning boobs, that were now perfectly aligned at
eye level before me.

Isabel seemed quite content to just let me play and feast myself on her breasts for as long as I
wanted to, so I suggested we take things up a notch, as I moved onto the bed, lying on my back,
asking her to sit on my face .... she didn't need asking twice, as she quickly climbed aboard and
settled herself down onto my waiting lip-smacking tongue !!

It wasn't long before Isabel started to dance on the tip of my flicking tongue as she quite rightly
sought to look after her own pleasure, which was just fine by me. She tasted incredibly clean,
moving her sweet pussy rhythmically above my mouth as I held her hips and arse, but only with the
lightest of caresses, allowing her to move her pussy as she felt the need.

Eventually, after an extended period of pussy licking and sucking, I reluctantly moved her body to a
position where she could pay some badly needed attention to my straining cock .... immediately she
took the hint by swallowing my cock straight down with some impressive deep throating action -
Isabel was not interested in starting off with a few testing licks, and exploratory sucks, but was
intent on getting straight down onto it, to my genuine surprise and intense pleasure. This wonderful
woman deep throats just as I like it, mixing it up with fast and slow action, but always deep, and
ever so slightly rough .... just perfect ..... by now I was in no mood for soft and gently does it as
Isabel quickly drove me to the very edge.

Unfortunately, CIM is off limits so reluctantly I had to advise her that I needed some respite .... to
give Isabel immense credit, it must have been obvious to her that I was by now very much on a hair
trigger, but she trusted me implicitly, driving me onto the absolute limit with her incredibly sensuous
deep throating action with no hint of reluctance to stop.

I eventually tapped out before I betrayed her trust in me, and called for a condom and some fucking
..... This bought me a few seconds to recover as she applied the latex and manoeuvred herself into
the cowgirl position ..... this was going to be too good to be true with those tits just inches from my
nose, and I was not wrong as she impaled herself in one go, again without ceremony onto my
aching cock.

In the best sense of the word, Isabel is an awful fucking tease .... just knowing how wound up I was
she shamelessly and relentlessly tortured me with her beautiful, velvety pussy .... I cried out in
exasperation .... "What's wrong? I'm going nice and slowly!!" ..... I wasn't falling for such naive
innocence .... "You are such a naughty girl .... you know what you're fucking doing!!" I gasped ....
then with a wicked smile, and while staring intently at me with those incredible emerald eyes, she
upped the tempo tenfold and rode me furiously to the very end ..... there was now no let up, Isabel
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is nothing if not incredibly fit, moving her hips furiously up and down my glistening shaft .... while still
staring me out intently, focused and willing me to a perfect ending. I took up the cause myself by
pulling her towards me, so that those beautifully soft breasts were now caressing my chest as I
furiously pounded into her from below .... it was only now that she gave into herself, as the intensity
of it all was finally beginning to tell as she began to breath more heavily, letting out a series of
audible gasps.

Eventually, there was nowhere else for me to go, as I exploded deep inside of her, and quite loudly I
might add, having finally given up the fight, allowing my final release.

Unsurprisingly, took a few minutes to compose myself, before Isabel finally climbed off having
giving up everything to the cause, yet with her first thoughts to attend to me, which was just typical
of her kindness throughout the meet. We chatted once again as I showered and dressed, and made
myself presentable before getting ready to leave.

In summary then, Isabel is a sweet, sweet girl with a lovely nature, who knows how to give absolute
pleasure to those like me who pay her a visit. She's quiet for sure, but boy, in bed her actions speak
far louder than words - this incredible woman knows what she needs to do, and with those eyes and
that hot body, Isabel is really something very special.
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